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Key Points:14
• Juno measurements show that ammonia gas in Jupiter has variable abundance15
to great depth and as a function of latitude16
• We show that Jupiter’s powerful storms control ammonia abundance by lead-17
ing to the formation of water-ammonia hailstones (mushballs) and evaporative18
downdrafts19
• A simple atmospheric mixing model successfully links measured lightning rate20
to ammonia abundance and predicts variable water abundance to great depth.21
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Abstract22
Observations of Jupiter’s deep atmosphere by the Juno spacecraft have revealed several23
puzzling facts: The concentration of ammonia is variable down to pressures of tens24
of bars, and is strongly dependent on latitude. While most latitudes exhibit a low25
abundance, the Equatorial Zone of Jupiter has an abundance of ammonia that is high26
and nearly uniform with depth. In parallel, the Equatorial Zone is peculiar for its27
absence of lightning, which is otherwise prevalent most everywhere else on the planet.28
We show that a model accounting for the presence of small-scale convection and water29
storms originating in Jupiter’s deep atmosphere accounts for the observations. Where30
strong thunderstorms are observed on the planet, we estimate that the formation of31
ammonia-rich hail (’mushballs’) and subsequent downdrafts can deplete efficiency the32
upper atmosphere of its ammonia and transport it efficiently to the deeper levels.33
In the Equatorial Zone, the absence of thunderstorms shows that this process is not34
occurring, implying that small-scale convection can maintain a near-homogeneity of35
this region. A simple model satisfying mass and energy balance accounts for the36
main features of Juno’s MWR observations and successfully reproduces the inverse37
correlation seen between ammonia abundance and the lightning rate as function of38
latitude. We predict that in regions where ammonia is depleted, water should also be39
depleted to great depths. This new vision of the mechanisms at play, which are both40
deep and latitude-dependent, has consequences for our understanding of Jupiter’s deep41
interior and of giant-planet atmospheres in general.42
Plain Language Summary43
Measurements by the Juno spacecraft have shown that ammonia in Jupiter is44
present near the equator of the planet but is depleted to great depths at other latitudes,45
something never anticipated by theoretical models. In a companion paper, we showed46
that ammonia can combine to water to form hail-like particles (mushballs) that can47
fall to great depths. Here we show that storms can indeed effectively deplete the48
upper atmosphere to great depths. The dichotomy seen with the ammonia abundance49
between the equator and other regions is also seen in the measured flash rate, indicative50
of storm activity in Jupiter: No lightning has been detected at the equator in the region51
which has a high abundance of ammonia. We predict that water, another crucial52
species to understand Jupiter’s meteorology and formation, is also depleted to great53
depths. Thus Jupiter’s atmosphere is much more complex than anticipated, affecting54
how we understand its interior, composition and formation. This should also apply to55
other giant planets, and to exoplanets with hydrogen atmospheres.56
1 Introduction57
Jupiter is the archetype of planets with deep hydrogen atmospheres. Contrary58
to the Earth, it has no surface and all condensates are heavier than the main non-59
condensable constituants, hydrogen and helium. Recent observations reveal that its60
atmosphere is much more complex than traditionally assumed, with implications for61
its dynamics, the structure and internal composition of Jupiter and the evolution of62
planets with hydrogen atmospheres, including exoplanets.63
Jupiter is known for its alternance of dark reddish-zones and light, white belts.64
Besides their colors, these zones and belts are characterized by alternating zonal speeds65
that differ by up to about 100 m/s (Garćıa-Melendo & Sánchez-Lavega, 2001; Porco66
et al., 2003; Tollefson et al., 2017). But when observed at much longer wavelengths67
(1 to 60 cm), the Juno microwave radiometer (MWR) sees a different structure: An68
equatorial region between latitudes 0◦ and 5◦N which is systematically colder (lower69
brightness temperature) than all other latitudes and fainter variations between zones70
and belts (Bolton et al., 2017). This reveals a puzzling dichotomy of Jupiter’s deep71
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atmosphere: In this 0◦ − 5◦N latitudinal region, the atmosphere contains a high,72
vertically relatively uniform, abundance of ammonia whereas it is much lower and73
variable at other latitudes (C. Li et al., 2017). The abundance of ammonia increases74
with depth and may become equal to the equatorial value, but at pressures of 30 bars75
or more (C. Li et al., 2017).76
Signs of the depletion of ammonia in Jupiter’s atmosphere were obtained from77
ground-based radio-wave observations as early as 1986 (de Pater, 1986; de Pater et78
al., 2001, 2019) but the observations could not probe levels as deep as those accessible79
to Juno. The dichotomy between the equatorial region and other latitudes is also80
seen in the 5-µm spectroscopic observations of Jupiter at 1-4 bar levels, although the81
retrieval is more complex due to the effects of clouds (Giles et al., 2017; Blain et82
al., 2018). This dichotomy cannot be explained solely by meridional circulation (e.g.83
upward motion at the equator and downward motion at other latitudes) and requires a84
localized downward transport of ammonia that is essentially invisible to Juno’s MWR85
instrument (Ingersoll et al., 2017). We must therefore seek a process capable of (i)86
drying the upper atmosphere of its ammonia to great depths, (ii) accounting for the87
dichotomy between the equatorial region and other latitudes while (iii) remaining88
sufficiently small-scale and/or intermittent to have escaped detection thus far.89
In a companion paper (hereafter paper I), we have shown that during strong90
storms able to loft water ice into a region located at pressures between 1.1 and 1.5 bar91
and temperatures between 173K and 188K, ammonia vapor can dissolve into water ice92
to form a low-temperature liquid phase containing about 1/3 ammonia and 2/3 water.93
The subsequent formation of ammonia-rich hail that we call ’mushballs’ leads to an94
effective transport of the ammonia to deep levels (between 7 and 25 bars, depending95
on poorly-known ventilation coefficients). Further sinking of ammonia- and water-rich96
plumes must take place because evaporation leads to a gas that has a high molecular97
weight and a low temperature due to evaporative cooling.98
This downward transport is a necessary but not sufficient condition to explain the99
observations: It can be argued that storms, particularly strong storms, cover a tiny100
fraction of the atmosphere of the planet and they are strongly intermittent. Based101
on our experience of Earth’s storms, hail is rare (fortunately!). Lastly, mass balance102
implies that some of the ammonia-rich atmosphere from the deeper level must be103
transported upward. Given these observations how could hail (or mushball) formation104
be of significance in Jupiter?105
The present paper explores the consequences of the presence of mushballs and106
evaporative downdrafts for the atmosphere of Jupiter. Can such a process operate107
efficiently enough to yield a widespread depletion of ammonia in most of Jupiter’s108
troposphere? Can it account for the main features of Juno/MWR measurements?109
What are its consequences for our understanding of Jupiter’s atmospheric heat engine110
and for the distribution of water on the planet? We propose hereafter a simple local111
model to address these questions broadly, leaving aside for future work other important112
aspects like time-dependency and interplay between local vertical transport and global113
mixing.114
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we put the Juno MWR maps115
of inferred ammonia abundance in the context of a physical model of Jupiter’s deep116
atmosphere. In Section 3, we then present a toy model that solves mass- and energy-117
balance locally in Jupiter. We apply this model to interpret the MWR observations and118
derive consequences for our understanding of Jupiter’s deep atmosphere in Section 4.119
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2 Juno’s ammonia abundance map120
The Juno microwave radiometer measures the thermal radiation of Jupiter’s at-121
mosphere at six radio wavelengths probing approximately from 0.7 to 250 bars. Be-122
cause Jupiter is emitting more heat than it receives from the Sun (Hanel et al., 1981;123
L. Li et al., 2018) and because radiative opacities are large (Guillot et al., 1994, 2004)124
it is believed that its deep atmosphere (below the ammonia condensation level) should125
be largely convective and adiabatic. This was confirmed within a few kelvins (see126
hereafter Section 3.2) both by radio occultation from the Voyager spacecraft (Lindal127
et al., 1981) and in situ measurements of the Galileo probe (Magalhaes et al., 2002).128
Assuming Jupiter’s temperature profile lies on an adiabat defined by the Galileo mea-129
surement (i.e., 166.1 K at 1 bar), the variations of the brightness temperatures as a130
function of latitude and wavelength are entirely determined by the distribution of the131
ammonia gas, which is the major absorber in the wavelengths of Juno/MWR (Janssen132
et al., 2017). The 2D distribution of ammonia is derived by fitting the microwave133
spectra at every latitude. In C. Li et al. (2017), the map was derived by using only134
the observation of the first perijove (PJ1). The subsequent observations probe dif-135
ferent longitudes and are very similar to PJ1. Therefore, we use the average of the136
first 9 perijoves to produce the mean condition of Jupiter’s atmosphere across multiple137
longitudes.138
Figure 1 shows that for latitudes between 0◦ and 5◦N, the ammonia concentration139
is high, near its global maximum of 360 ppmv, and mostly uniform with depth. (A140
small increase in the concentration above 360 ppmv near 1-3 bar may be reproduced by141
including the effect of ammonia rain (C. Li & Chen, 2019).) Away from the equator,142
the atmosphere is depleted in ammonia from the higher levels, down to ∼ 30 bar or143
so, where it increases to its global maximum. A maximum depletion of ammonia is144
observed between latitudes 5◦ and 20◦N, with an abundance of order 100 ppmv near145
1 bar increasing progressively to reach about 200ppmv near 10 bar. Another local146
minimum with an ammonia abundance below 200 ppmv is located between lat. −12◦147
and −18◦S, but is limited to pressures smaller than 3 bar. Aside from these regions, the148
ammonia abundance below 10 bars fluctuates with altitude between 200 and 250 ppmv149
and rises progressively to about 360 ppmv at pressures between 30 and 100 bar.150
These features are shared on all the passes observed with MWR and are thus151
very stable (an exception is the location of the Great Red Spot, which we do not152
consider here). There are fluctuations from one pass to the next but they are limited153
in magnitude and in range. In particular, the Equatorial Zone between 0◦ and 5◦N154
always shows a high nearly uniform abundance of ammonia near 360 ppmv, the region155
between 5◦ and 20◦ is always the most depleted down to about 10-20 bar and the156
second minimum at pressures smaller than about 3 bar is always near −16◦.157
For the deeper levels the information in Fig. 1 relies on data from MWR chan-158
nels 2 and 1 whose weighting functions are very broad and peak around 30 bar and159
250 bar, respectively (Janssen et al., 2017). This implies that the pressure at which160
the ammonia abundance starts rising (i.e., 20 bars or so) is uncertain. Also, we cannot161
distinguish between a progressive or sudden change.162
In order to test whether the formation of mushballs can reproduce the basic fea-163
tures of the Juno MWR map, we build a simple, 5-layer model based on the properties164
of the different regions. From top to bottom, these layers are: (1) the upper atmo-165
sphere, (2) the mushball-forming region, (3) the water-cloud region, (4) the downdraft166
region and (5) the deep interior. Ammonia vapor is present in all regions, but water167
vapor is present only in layers (3), (4) and (5) (it is present as ice in regions (1) and168
(2) but only intermittently).169
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Figure 1. Average map of ammonia abundance in Jupiter retrieved by the Juno MWR during
PJ1 to PJ9 as a function of latitude and pressure. Overlaid are indications of altitude and tem-
perature as well as the layers and mechanisms (small-scale convection and/or storms in the water
condensation region, dry convection deeper) considered in this work (see text). Water vapor
condenses to ice particles at ∼ 5 bar level (0◦C), ∼ 50 km below the 1 bar level.
We furthermore consider that transport in the water condensation region (layers 3170
to 1) can occur either through small-scale convection or through large water storms. In171
the deeper interior, from layers 5 to 3, transport of interior heat and chemical species172
is done by dry convection. We expect small-scale convection to occur when moist173
convection is inhibited (e.g. because of mass loading or vertical shear). Small-scale174
convection is expected to transport elements and heat across adjacent layers. Rain175
or snow may occur but without any transport of the condensates across the different176
layers. Thunderstorms should occur in the water-cloud region (3) whenever conditions177
are favorable (moist convection is not inhibited). We envision that they should lead178
to an upward transport of ice particles through the mushball-forming region (2) and179
into the upper region (1).180
On the basis of the observation of a large complex of storms in Jupiter’s atmo-181
sphere by the Galileo mission (Gierasch et al., 2000), we envision that large storms182
should be the dominant mode of heat transport between the water cloud base (3) and183
the top layer (1). The frequency of these storms could be defined by the radiative184
timescale and the requirement to build convective available potential energy (CAPE)185
in order to exceed the buoyancy threshold (C. Li & Ingersoll, 2015). At deeper levels,186
dry convection should occur, possibly powered by deeper “rock storms” created by the187
condensation of silicates and iron (Markham & Stevenson, 2018).188
Mushballs may form only when ice particles are transported to level (2) (Fig.189
3), i.e. during thunderstorm events. Once formed, we envision that they rain down190
below the water-cloud base, to region (4) where they vaporize and partially to region191
(5) through downdrafts. The mean location of these five layers is set to P1 = 1 bar,192
P2 = 1.3 bar, P3 = 4 bar, P4 = 8 bar and P5 = 20 bar. While the location of the first193
three layers are set by physical and thermodynamical constraints (the properties of194
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the upper atmosphere, the location of the mushball-formation and water-condensation195
regions), we note that the average pressures for layers 4 and 5 is loosely guided by the196
MWR results but is largely unconstrained at this point.197
3 A toy model for Jupiter’s atmosphere198
We now develop a simple, toy model of Jupiter’s deep atmosphere. We choose199
an extreme approach, namely to assume that horizontal mixing may be neglected so200
that a steady-state may be achieved at each latitude/longitude in Jupiter. We first201
derive the governing equations of the model, find some analytical solutions and show202
how the ammonia abundance, water abundance and potential temperature vary as a203
function of the frequency of water storms.204
3.1 Governing equations205
Let us consider mass and energy balance in our simple 5-layer model shown in206
Fig. 1. We define as c1,. . . ,c5 the abundances of NH3 in the 5 layers, w1,. . . ,w5 the207
abundances of H2O (with w1= w2=0) and T1,. . . ,T5 their temperatures. We fix the208
bulk (bottom) mixing ratios of NH3, c, and water, w, and impose that the atmosphere209
must transport a known internal heat flux Ftot (L. Li et al., 2018).210
We consider storms and convective mixing as discrete events connecting the dif-211
ferent layers. Our approach including all the terms included to calculate the mass212
balance of ammonia and water is shown hereafter in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The213
three mechanisms that we envision lead to an upward transport of material per unit214
time δt of a mass ṁconvδt, ṁstormδt and ṁdeepδt, respectively. The same mass is also215
transported downward either as part of the downward convective cell or due to com-216
pensating subsidence. In addition, on the basis of the findings of Paper I, we envision217
that a downward flux of mushballs deliver a mass of ammonia cmushṁstormδt down218
to layer 5, and a mass of water that is split between awwmushṁstormδt to layer 4 and219
(1− aw)wmushṁstormδt to layer 5, with aw being a parameter between 0 and 1.220
The mushball mass flux is parameterized as follows: We consider that the mush-221
ball efficiency mechanism is proportional to the difference between the mixing ratio222
in layer 2 and the minimum mixing ratio for the process to operate, ≈ 100 ppmv (see223
Paper I). We also consider that the mushball flux is limited by the amount of water224
present in the water cloud layer, w3 . The flux itself is proportional to the mass flux225
due to storms. We thus write:226 {
cmush = εmin (c2 − cmin, w3fNH3/fH2O) ,
wmush = cmushfH2O/fNH3 ,
(1)
where ε is an efficiency parameter ( 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 ) and fNH3 and fH2O are the mass227
mixing ratios of condensed ammonia and water in the mushballs, respectively. Our228
fiducial parameters based on our simple mushball evolution model are ε =0.3, fNH3229
=0.1 (thus fH2O =0.9), a =0.5.230
The total downward mushball flux to level 4 is thus231
˙̃mmush,1→4 = (cmush + wmush)ṁstorm = (wmush/fH2O)ṁstorm. (2)
Where the ”˜” sign indicates that only condensates are considered. In addition, some232
air may be entrained down with the mushballs. Let us define qmush, the mass fraction233
of mushballs in that downward stream. The upward flux to compensate for the flux234
of mushballs and entrained air is thus:235
ṁ1→4 = ˙̃mmush,1→4/qmush ≡ $mushṁstorm, (3)
where $mush = wmush/(fH2Oqmush). We will assume that until mushballs evaporate,236
the fraction of air that is entrained is small, hence qmush ≈ 1.237
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Figure 2. Mass balance of ammonia in the framework of our 5-layer model. We consider that
three main processes transport material between layers: In yellow, small-scale convection is mod-
eled as an updraft and its reciprocal downdraft between adjacent layers. We consider that it is
characterized by an upward mass flux ṁdeep between layers 5 and 4 and layers 4 and 3, and by
an upward mass flux ṁconv between layers 3 and 2 and layers 2 and 1. In blue, strong storms
due to water condensation lead to a transport of material directly from layer 3 to layer 1 and to
a compensating subsidence mass flux from layer 1 to layer 2 and to layer 3. These storms also
lead to the formation of mushballs and evaporative downdrafts which deliver ammonia and water
directly to layers 4 and 5. The terms in each layer correspond to the mass balance of ammonia
described by Eq. (7).
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Table 1. Parameters of our global model
Variable Note Fiducial value
c Bulk mass mixing ratio of ammonia 0.0027
w Bulk mass mixing ratio of water 0.021
Ftot Internal heat flux
ṁconv Upward convective mass flux (layers 2↔ 1 & 3↔ 2 )
ṁstorm Upward mass flux due to water storms (layers 3→ 1)
ṁdeep Upward convective deep mass flux (layers 4↔ 3 & 5↔ 4)
aw Fraction of water in mushballs ending in layer 4 0.5
ε Efficiency of mushball formation 0.3
fNH3 Fraction of NH3 in mushballs 0.1
fH2O Fraction of H2O in mushballs 0.9
qmush Mass mixing ratio of condensables in downward plumes from levels 1 to 4 1
qdown Mass mixing ratio of condensables in downward plumes from levels 4 to 5 2w
c1 to c5 Ammonia mass mixing ratio in layers 1 to 5
w1 to w5 Water mass mixing ratio in layers 1 to 5
s1 to s5 Dry static stability in layers 1 to 5
θ1 to θ5 Potential temperature in layers 1 to 5
M1 to M5 Masses of layers 1 to 5
P1 to P5 Average pressures of layers 1 to 5
cmush Surface-average mixing ratio of ammonia in sinking mushballs
wmush Surface-average mixing ratio of water in sinking mushballs
$mush See eq. 3
$down See eq. 5
fstorm ≡ ṁstorm/ṁdeep
fconv ≡ ṁconv/ṁdeep
Lv Latent heat of vaporization of water (at 0
◦C) 2.52× 1010 erg/g
Between level 4 and level 5 we consider that part of the mushballs have been238
stripped of their water and that even after full evaporation further sinking proceeds be-239
cause of downdrafts powered by evaporative cooling (see Paper I). The downward flux240
of ammonia is thus cmushṁstorm and the downward flux of water (1−aw)wmushṁstorm.241
Thus, the total downward flux of condensates is242
˙̃mmush,4→5 = (cmush + (1− aw)wmush)ṁstorm = wmush
(
1
fH2O
− aw
)
ṁstorm. (4)
As previously, we account for the entrainment of air in the downdraft, with a mass243
fraction of condensates qdown. This time, two limiting cases are qdown ∼ 1 if mushballs244
do reach layer 5 before evaporating (e.g., if ventilation coefficients have been overesti-245
mated – see Paper I), and qdown ∼ otherwise. As previously, the compensating upward246
flux is247
ṁ4→5 = ˙̃mmush,4→5/qmush ≡ $downṁstorm, (5)
where $down = (1− awfH2O)wmush/(fH2Oqdown).248
Parameters of our toy model are summarized in Table 1.249
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Let us consider as an example layer 1, of mass M1 and ammonia mixing ratio250
c1. As shown in Fig. 2, small-scale convection brings per time δt a mass of ammonia251
c2ṁconvδt and removes c1ṁconvδt. Similarly storms deliver directly from layer 3 to252
layer 1 a mass of ammonia c3ṁstormδt and compensating subsidence removes at the253
same time a mass c1ṁstormδt. These storms also lead, through the formation of mush-254
balls, to a removal of cmushṁstormδt of ammonia, which is transported directly to layer255
5 and to a compensating upward mass flux of ammonia c2ṁmushδt. Thus, the change256
in ammonia mass in layer 1 is257
∆c1M1 = (c2 − c1)ṁconvδt+ (c3 − c1 − cmush + c2$mush)ṁstormδt.
Since we are looking for a steady-state solution, the equation governing the ammonia258
mass balance for layer 1 is259
0 = (c2 − c1)ṁconv + (c3 − c1 − cmush + c2$mush)ṁstorm,
i.e. a simple equation independent of the mass of the layer itself. The same approach260
can then be used for each layer. In order to close the system, we choose as limiting261
condition that the mixing ratio of the bottom layer is prescribed to the value inferred262
from the Juno measurement.263
For water, with a mixing ratio w, the equations are the same, but we must264
consider that water is only present in condensed form in layers 1 and 2 and will265
therefore very rapidly be transported back to layer 3. Also, on the basis of Paper I,266
we consider that a fraction aw of the mushballs are evaporated in level 4 and its267
counterpart (1− aw) in level 5. Only 3 equations are needed for level 3 and 4 and to268
close the system with w5 = w. The resulting mass balance is represented in Fig. 3.269
Since layers 1 and 2 have a median abundance of water that is negligible, only 3270
equations are needed for level 3 and 4 and to close the system with w5 = w. As an271
example, the mass balance equation for water in layer 3 is:272
∆w3M3 = (w4 − w3)ṁdeepδt+ (w5 − w3 − wmush + w4$down)ṁstormδt.
As for ammonia, the steady-state solution is independent of layer mass.273
Finally we consider in Fig. 4 energy balance in the system. Since we consider274
levels at relatively high optical depth, we neglect any radiation heating/cooling. Dry275
static energy, s ≡ cPT + gz with cP being the heat capacity of air and z altitude,276
is therefore conserved during dry adiabatic motions. When condensation occurs in277
updrafts or due to evaporation, moist static energy h = cPT + gz + Lvw with Lv278
being the latent heat of vaporization of water, is approximately conserved (Holton,279
1992). (For this simple model, we neglect the effect of the condensation of ammonia280
because of its expected much smaller abundance). Equivalently, dry static energy is281
increased by Lvw by the condensation of water, or decreased by the same amount282
upon vaporization.283
As illustrated by Fig. 4, dry convective events result in mixing static energy284
between adjacent layers. Small-scale convection results in condensation of transported285
water in layer 2 and its vaporization in layer 3, resulting in positive and negative286
contributions in these respective layers. Storms lead to condensation of water and287
transport of the static energy to level 1. Part of the water flux is reevaporated in288
layer 3. The other part forms mushballs which reevaporate (and deliver a negative289
static energy contribution) in layers 4 and 5. Note that in this simple model, we do290
not consider the small contribution of water (or ammonia) gases to the static energy291
budget and we also neglect any possible condensation events linked to the small upward292
mass flux that balances the downward flux of mushballs.293
As an example, for layer 2, we must consider the advection of static energy to294
and from adjacent layers, and we have to include a term due to the release of latent295
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Figure 3. As Fig. 2 for the mass balance of water in the framework of our 5-layer model.
heat due to water condensation during small-scale convection events. Thus,296
∆s2M2 = (s3 + s1 − 2s2 + w3LH2O)ṁconvδt+ (s1 − s2)ṁstormδt.
For layer 5, we have to consider the internal heat flux Ftotδt. Accounting for the297
evaporation of mushballs and static energy transport the energy budget for that layer298
is:299
∆s5M5 = (s4 − s5)ṁconvδt+ [−(1− aw)wmushLv − s5$deep] ṁstormδt+ Ftotδt.
Overall, because we are looking for a steady-state solution, the solution is inde-300
pendent of the value of the mass flux itself. It is convenient to define301 {
fconv ≡ ṁconv/ṁdeep
fstorm ≡ ṁstorm/ṁdeep
(6)
We can thus obtain 5 equations for the ammonia mass balance, 3 for the water mass302
balance and 5 for the energy balance (including the 3 boundary conditions), as follows:303 
(c2 − c1) fconv + [c3 − c1 − cmush + c2$mush] fstorm = 0,
(c3 + c1 − 2c2) fconv + [c1 − c2 + (c3 − c2)$mush] fstorm = 0,
(c4 − c3) + (c2 − c3) fconv + [c2 − c3 + (c4 − c3)$mush] fstorm = 0,
(c5 + c3 − 2c4) + [c5$down − c4$mush] fstorm = 0,
c5 = c,
(w4 − w3) + [−wmush + w4$mush] fstorm = 0
(w5 + w3 − 2w4) + [awwmush + w5$down − w4$mush] fstorm = 0,
w5 = w,
s1 = s0,
(s3 + s1 − 2s2 + w3Lv) fconv + [s1 − s2 + (s3 − s2)$mush] fstorm = 0,
(s4 − s3) + (s2 − s3 − w3Lv) fconv + [s2 − s3 − (w3 − wmush)Lv + (s4 − s3)$mush] fstorm = 0,
(s5 + s3 − 2s4) + [−awwmushLv + s5$down − s4$mush] fstorm = 0,
(s4 − s5) + [− (1− aw)wmushLv − s5$down] fstorm + Ftot/ṁdeep = 0.
(7)
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Figure 4. As Fig. 2 for the balance of static energy in the framework of our 5-layer model. In
addition to the terms due to a transport of static energy, terms resulting from the condensation
or evaporation of water are highlighted.
3.2 Static energy and potential temperature304
Instead of static energy, it is generally convenient to express the results in terms305
of potential temperature306
θ ≡ T (P/P0)−R/cP , (8)
For a dry atmosphere and a perfect gas, the potential temperature defined by Eq. (8)307
by is directly linked to the entropy. For a real atmosphere, the changes in specific308
heat, mean molecular weight and the departures from an ideal gas are thought of309
being relatively small (at the percent level), so that the potential temperature at deep310
levels can be used as a useful estimate of the boundary condition that should be311
used for interior models. Current interior models are generally based on the Voyager312
measurements of 165 ± 5 K at 1 bar (Lindal, 1992; Guillot, 2005). The Galileo probe313
measured a temperature at 1 bar of 166.1±0.2 K (Seiff et al., 1998). For a dry adiabatic314
atmosphere, we would thus expect that at deep levels in Jupiter θ ≈ 166 K. However315
the Galileo probe measured a temperature at 22 bar of 427.7±1.5 K (Seiff et al., 1998),316
about 4 K colder than expected for a dry adiabat (Leconte et al., 2017). Assuming317
R/cP ∼ 0.3, this implies a change in potential temperature ∆θ ∼ −1.6 K.318
In order to link the deviations in static energy to those in potential temperature319
in our simple model, we use the fact that ds = cP dT + gdz = cPTdθ/θ. Using Eq. 8,320
this implies321
dθ =
(
P
P0
)−R/cP ds
cP
, (9)
i.e. the deviations of the potential temperature at each level can be obtained by322
integrating changes in the static energy at each level.323
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We thus derive the potential temperature difference at 1 bar as ∆θi = θi − θ1324
based on the static energies for each level calculated from Eq. 7, the pressure levels325
defined in Section 2 and R/cP = 0.3.326
3.3 Solutions as a function of fstorm327
We now examine the solutions of Eq. 7 as a function of our fstorm parameter for328
our fiducial parameters (see Table 1). Figure 5 shows the resulting mixing ratios of329
H2O and NH3 and the potential-temperature anomalies for the 5 layers considered.330
For convenience, we plot the solutions in terms of the volume mixing ratios, calculated331
with the approximate relations xNH3 ≈ (µ/µNH3)c and xH2O ≈ (µ/µH2O)w.332
The two columns of Fig. 5 correspond to two different situations. The left col-333
umn corresponds to a case in which storms carry most of the internal heat in the334
water condensation region, a situation that is relevant to the mid-latitudes in Jupiter335
(Gierasch et al., 2000). The minimum NH3 concentration is obtained for large values336
of fstorm. The Juno MWR observations of a 100 to 250 ppmv ammonia abundance337
thus indicate that, at mid-latitudes, fstorm ≥ 1 (for ε = 0.3). On the contrary, the338
Equatorial Zone, represented by the right column of Fig. 5 is characterized by a rel-339
atively uniform ammonia abundance and thus requires fstorm ≤ 0.2, in line with the340
lack of storms and lightning there.341
We can thus explain a low abundance of ammonia to great depth if (1) strong342
storms are able to loft water ice particles into the mushball-formation region and (2)343
they occur more frequently than material is mixed upward in deep regions of Jupiter.344
This is a situation that appears to occur in most regions of Jupiter. In the Equatorial345
Zone these two conditions appear not to be fulfilled, explaining the high and relatively346
vertically uniform abundance of ammonia there.347
The temperature structure that can be inferred from Fig. 5 is characterized by348
a standard moist adiabatic profile in the Equatorial Zone and an extended moist349
adiabat driven by the evaporation of mushballs at mid-latitudes. Superadiabaticity350
factors may also play a role: while for Fig. 5 we assumed that Ftot/ṁ wLv, it may351
not be the case. In fact, in order to explain values fstorm > 1, the superadiabaticity352
at deep levels δθdeep should be larger than in the water condensation region δθstorm,353
since in the absence of significant radiative transport, energy balance requires that354
ṁcP δθ/rmdeep ∼ fstormṁcP δθstorm . This could lead to significant modifications of the355
interior adiabat and deserves detailed studies.356
3.4 Analytical solutions357
The system of equations defined by Eq. 7 may be solved analytically with a358
few simplifications. First, we neglect the return upward flow arising from the fall of359
mushballs and evaporative downdrafts. This is justified as long as little atmospheric360
gas is entrained with mushballs and downdrafts (i.e., $mush  wmush/w and $down 361
wmush/w). We then assume that water is abundant so that the mushball production is362
always limited by the availability of ammonia, i.e. that w3 > (c2 − cmin) fH2O/fNH3 .363
Finally, we ignore small-scale convection in the upper atmosphere (fconv = 0). In that364
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Figure 5. Abundances of water (top row), ammonia (middle row) and potential-temperature
anomalies (bottom row) obtained with our model, as a function of fstorm, a parameter assessing
the mass flux in large water storms relative to that of dry convection below the water cloud base.
The left column corresponds to a situation in which no small-scale convection is present in the
water condensation region (fconv = 0) and pertains to mid-latitude regions of Jupiter. The right
column assumes that both small-scale convection and storms occur, so that fstorm + fconv = 1.
The curves show the different layers considered in Fig. 5: 1) upper layer (purple); 2) mushball-
seed layer (blue, dashed); 3) water cloud layer (light blue); 4) downdraft layer (orange, dashed);
5) deep (red). The potential-temperature anomalies are calculated assuming that intrinsic heat
flux transport occurs with negligible superadiabaticity (see text).
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case the system of equations yields:365 
c1 = c2 = cmin +
c− cmin
1 + ε+ 2εfstorm
c3 = cmin +
(c− cmin) (1 + ε)
1 + ε+ 2εfstorm
c4 =
c (1 + ε+ εfstorm) + cminεfstorm
1 + ε+ 2εfstorm
w3 = w − (2− a)
(c− cmin) (fH2O/fNH3) εfstorm
1 + ε+ 2εfstorm
w4 = w − (1− a)
(c− cmin) (fH2O/fNH3) εfstorm
1 + ε+ 2εfstorm
s1 = s2 = s0
s3 = s0 − Lvw3 +
Ftot
ṁfstorm
s4 = s0 − Lvw4 +
Ftot (1 + fstorm)
ṁfstorm
s5 = s0 − Lvw +
Ftot (2 + fstorm)
ṁfstorm
(10)
Thus when εfstorm  1, c1 = c2 = c3 ≈ cmin, c4 ≈ (c+ cmin) /2 and w3 ≈366
w − (1− a/2) (c− cmin) (fH2O/fNH3), w4 ≈ w − (1/2− a/2) (c− cmin) (fH2O/fNH3) .367
When storms dominate the mass transport over the deep convection, the atmosphere368
is depleted in ammonia all the way to the deepest layer. The water abundance in369
layers 3 and 4 is controlled by the parameter fH2O/fNH3 , i.e., by the ratio of water370
to ammonia in mushballs. This parameter crucially depends on the microphysics of371
particle growth and is thus very difficult to estimate, implying that we cannot at this372
point provide a quantitative estimate of the abundance of water. Importantly, in that373
limit, the process is independent of ε, the efficiency of mushball formation.374
The conditions for the mushball mechanism to deplete the deep atmosphere in375
ammonia can be derived from our analytical relations in the limit of negligible small-376
scale convection. A first condition is that mushball production should be limited377
by the availability of ammonia rather than water. This occurs when fNH3/fH2O >378
(c− cmin) /w (implying fNH3 & 0.09 for a solar deep N/O ratio). The second condition379
is that fstorm & 1/ε . Thus, even an inefficient mushball formation mechanism can lead380
to a depletion of ammonia to great depth, as long as storms are much more frequent381
than updrafts in the deep atmosphere, below the water cloud base.382
Since we are neglecting radiative heating and cooling, static energy is uniform in383
layers 1 and 2, a consequence of dry adiabatic motions by compensating subsidence. In384
the layers below, static energy decreases due to the evaporation of water ice and rain:385
the temperature gradient becomes smaller than a dry adiabat, and in fact equivalent386
to a moist adiabat. However it is important to note that this change extends even387
deeper than the water cloud base because of the sinking of mushballs to great depth.388
With these solutions, we can relate ammonia abundances (as found from MWR)389
to the value of the fstorm parameter. In order to consider both the equatorial region390
and the other latitudes, this time, we assume fconv = 1. The relation between fstorm391
and c3 is:392
fstorm =
c+ cε− c3 − 3εc3 + 2εcmin +
√
8ε (c− c3) (c3 − cmin) + (c+ cε− (1 + 3ε) c3 + 2εcmin)2
4ε (c3 − cmin)
(11)
This relation assumes fconv = 1, an approximation that allows to consider the equator393
and mid-latitude regions with the same model.394
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Figure 6. Distribution of ammonia concentration obtained with our conceptual model. The
top panel shows the NH3 mixing ratio as a function of latitude and pressure in the 5 layers of
our model. The bottom panel indicates the value of fstorm (black line) obtained to reproduce the
1-3 bar MWR ammonia mixing ratio compared to the number of flashes per second detected by
the MWR instrument between PJ1 and PJ16 (Brown et al., 2018). The large and uniform am-
monia concentration in the Equatorial Zone is well reproduced by assuming a scarcity of storms
(fstormsim0), in line with the absence of lightning there. At mid-latitudes, frequent storms and
subsequent mushball formation lead to a depletion in ammonia.
4 Application to the MWR Juno results395
4.1 Reproducing the MWR Juno measurements396
We now compare the MWR ammonia abundance-latitude map to our theoretical397
model. In order to estimate the value of fstorm per latitude, we use Eq. (11) with the398
ammonia abundance from MWR (see Fig. 1) in the 1-3 bar region. We then use this399
value in our full model defined by Eq. (7) and our fiducial parameters from Table 1.400
We interpolate linearly the values of the mixing ratios as a function of depth (in logP )401
to produce a map of the ammonia mixing ratios as a function of latitude and depth.402
The results are presented in Figure 6. The dominant features, i.e., the nearly403
uniform abundance of ammonia in the Equatorial Zone and its depletion elsewhere404
are explained by a change of the nature of convection at these latitudes, from being405
mostly small-scale (vertically) at the equator to being large-scale and dominated by406
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water storms elsewhere. While our simple model is insufficient to explain the details407
of the ammonia distribution in the deep atmosphere, the suppression of storms at the408
equator is fully consistent with the Juno observation of a lack of lightning events at409
the equator (Brown et al., 2018), with the value of fstorm showing a clear correlation410
to the MWR lightning rate there (Fig 6, bottom panel). The reason for the absence411
of storms itself, however, is not clear. It could be that vertical shear is absent in412
the Equatorial Zone and that the formation of rain and subsequent mass loading of413
water storms prevents their ascent (Rafkin & Barth, 2015). At the other extreme, it414
could also be that the Equatorial Zone experiences a very strong vertical shear that415
effectively extinguishes storm formation. Insolation, which is strongest at the equator,416
is also an important factor to consider.417
4.2 Ammonia and water418
The depletion of ammonia to great depths measured by Juno MWR is reminiscent419
of a long-standing issue, that of Jupiter’s deep water abundance. Already in the420
1980s, 5-µm spectroscopic observations of Jupiter’s atmosphere had revealed a very421
low abundance of water vapor, one to two orders of magnitude less than the solar422
value, down to at least 6 bars in a wide region covering −40◦ to +40◦ latitude, with423
three times lower abundance in Jupiter’s hot spots (Bjoraker et al., 1986). A simple424
explanation was proposed: Jupiter’s water clouds form narrow columns of humid air425
inside which water efficiently rains out to the cloud base, leaving the remaining region426
dry because of compensating subsidence (Lunine & Hunten, 1987). However this simple427
idea was shown to be incompatible with an Earth-based parametrization of cumulus428
clouds (del Genio & McGrattan, 1990), for at least two reasons. First, compensating429
subsidence stabilizes the atmosphere and prevents further cumulus cloud activity, and430
second, upward mixing tends to bring moisture up from the cloud base level which is431
itself soaked by rain reevaporation. The picture, further strengthened by later detailed432
microphysical models (Palotai & Dowling, 2008), held to this day. When the Galileo433
probe measured an extremely low abundance of water in a 5-µm hot spot (Niemann434
et al., 1998; Wong et al., 2004), the explanation was that this was a special region of435
Jupiter, mostly downwelling and consequently dry, due to global-scale wave activity436
(Ortiz et al., 1998; Showman & Ingersoll, 1998; Showman & Dowling, 2000; Friedson,437
2005).438
Yet, to this day, Jupiter’s atmospheric water and ammonia abundances retrieved439
from spectroscopic observation remain incompatible with predictions of cloud models440
and global circulation models. The analysis of Galileo/NIMS and Juno/JIRAM spec-441
troscopic observations (Roos-Serote et al., 2004; Grassi et al., 2017, 2020) essentially442
confirm the previous observations by Bjoraker et al. (1986). In order to reproduce443
the 5-mum spectra in the North Equatorial Belt, one generally requires a very low444
water abundance to great depths (8 bars or so), or at least a low relative humidity445
(∼ 10%) until a cloud deck with a high opacity is reached. In addition, even though446
wave activity can explain qualitatively the low water abundance in 5-µm hot spots,447
the fact that the depletion persists down to at least 22 bars as measured by the Galileo448
probe remains unaccounted for.449
Our model accounts for a low ammonia abundance in region where storms are450
frequent. Because the fate of water is tied to that of ammonia, as shown in Fig. 5, water451
is expected to be depleted as well. This could thus potentially explain the observations452
of both ammonia and water in Jupiter. The fact that this was not identified in previous453
studies is tied to three factors: (i) Hail is a very rare process on Earth and had always454
been neglected in studies of Jupiter’s storms and general-circulation models. As shown455
in Paper I, the presence of a region where a liquid NH3 ·H2O mixture is bound to form456
is a pathway to hail formation. Such a property had not been identified previously,457
and thus hail formation was not considered in microphysical models (Yair et al., 1995;458
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Palotai & Dowling, 2008; Sugiyama et al., 2014; C. Li & Chen, 2019). (ii) Evaporative459
downdrafts have small-scales and are notoriously difficult to model. As shown in460
Paper I, they can efficiently transport a heavy condensable species even through layers461
where equilibrium chemistry would predict a complete mixing. (iii) Vertical diffusion462
by other processes was assumed to be more important than small-scale transport.463
4.3 Consequences for Jupiter’s deep atmospheric structure464
Our model is bound to have strong consequences for Jupiter’s deep atmospheric465
structure, in relation to its deeper internal structure. The molecular weight increase466
below the water condensation level due to the increase in both ammonia and water467
abundance, is estimated to be of order ∆µ/µ ∼ 10−2. (This is an order-of-magnitude468
value based on Fig. 5, with our hypothesis of a solar N/O ratio). Because this takes469
place in a region where condensation is not possible, convection will be suppressed470
by this molecular weight gradient except where temperature fluctuations (or the tem-471
perature increase over a dry adiabat) is of order ∆Tµ/T ∼ ∆µ/µ, corresponding to a472
3 K temperature increase at 300 K. What seems like a tiny increase is in fact highly473
significant as can be seen from two quantities.474
First, let us introduce the convective available potential energy (CAPE) in the475
water-condensation region, which measures the ability of storms to develop and be476
extremely significant. The maximum value of this quantity can be calculated by as-477
suming that the atmosphere follows a dry adiabat in the water-condensation region478
and that the humidity is 100% at cloud base. In that case, the maximum energy479
released is approximately480
CAPEMax = xH2O(µH2O/µ)LH2O ≈ 46× 107 erg/g, (12)
for our fiducial water abundance (this value is of course proportional to the water481
abundance). Of course, this base temperature profile is violently unstable so that482
we expect in real situation much smaller values arising from an temperature gradient483
in the atmosphere that is close to a moist adiabat. On Earth, this value is similar484
(the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere is one order of magnitude higher, but485
300 K is reached near 1 bar rather than near 6 bar in Jupiter, implying that the water486
volume mixing ratio is about 6 times larger on Earth), but in fact the most violent487
thunderstorms generally associated with hail formation in the Earth atmosphere occur488
when the value of CAPE reaches only about 5× 107 erg/g.489
Now, in Jupiter, the increased temperature needed for a convective perturbation490
to bypass the molecular weight gradient is equivalent to an added CAPE491
∆CAPEµ = cP, atm∆Tµ ≈ 85× 107 erg/g, (13)
where we used cP, atm = 28 × 107 erg/(g K) (see Paper I) and as above ∆Tµ ≈ 3 K.492
Thus deep convective events can potentially power extremely violent storms on Jupiter.493
Whether this is actually the case will depend on other processes, such as the balance494
between cooling by downdrafts and heating by convection from deeper regions.495
Another aspect to consider is the superadiabatic gradient needed to overcome the496
molecular weight gradient, i.e.,∇s.ad ≡ (d lnT/d lnP )−(∂ lnT/∂ lnP )S ≈ ∆Tµ/T/∆ lnP ,497
where ∆ lnP corresponds to the extent of the inhomogeneous region. Even if we con-498
sider that the region is extremely extended (say ∆ lnP = 10), this would imply a499
superadiabatic gradient ∇s.ad & 10−3. In general, mixing length theory predicts that500
the superadiabatic gradient should be much smaller, i.e., ∇s.ad . 10−5 (Guillot et al.,501
2004). This implies that convective events are transporting much more energy at a502
time and therefore should be much less frequent. Equivalently, this implies that the503
ṁdeep parameter should be small, justifying a posteriori our finding that fstorm can be504
significantly larger than unity.505
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Finally, it is important to note that evaporative downdrafts are delivering cool506
air to the deep atmosphere, providing another pathway to transport the internal heat507
from the deep region. This can potentially suppress convection at depth, in the down-508
draft region. For this to occur, the mushball flux needs to be such that the evaporative509
cooling balances the internal heating, i.e., ˙̃mmush = Ftot/Lv ≈ 3 × 10−7 g/(cm2 s). In510
Jupiter, the number of storms per area is variable, but for example in the north equato-511
rial belt it reaches Nstorms ∼ 2× 10−9 km−2 (Brown et al., 2018). This implies that to512
offset convection at depth, each storm should dump (Ftot/Lv)/Nstorms ∼ 1.5×1012 g/s513
of condensates (mushballs). Assuming a typical storm area σstorm ∼ 300 km × 300 km,514
we can calculate that the precipitation rate should be Ftot/(LvNstorms ρ̃ σstorm) ∼515
6 cm/hr. On Earth, this would be classified as violent precipitation (in the form of516
rain, generally). With larger storm areas, an even weaker precipitation rate can offset517
heating by the planet’s internal heat flux.518
This precipitation rate is significantly smaller than the maximum precipitation519
rate on Jupiter, obtained from wρcloud basevupdraft/ρ̃ ∼ 220 cm/hr. (We have assumed520
w ∼ 0.02, ρcloud base ∼ 5× 10−3 g/cm3, vupdraft = 50 m/s). So even with an efficiency521
of 3%, strong storms in Jupiter may suppress convection at depth, providing a self-522
consistent explanation for the high fstorm values that we obtain at some latitudes.523
4.4 Caveats524
Of course, some important caveats must be added. We have neglected three525
crucial ingredients that eventually must be included: (i) large-scale advection and526
diffusion processes, (ii) radiative heating/cooling, and (iii) rotation.527
In our model, the ammonia (and water) transported downward by mushballs and528
evaporative downdrafts are only carried upward again by compensating subsidence. In529
the limit fstorm  1, this represents an absolute minimum to the amount of vertical530
transport and allows vertical abundance gradients to develop. Of course, observations531
of anticyclones and the relative success in modeling them (Garćıa-Melendo et al., 2009;532
Palotai et al., 2014) show that global-scale circulation matters. The MWR map from533
Fig. 1 show some structures that are not matched by our simple model in Fig. 6. In534
reality, both small-scale storms and large-scale circulation must play a role and shape535
the vortices that we see everywhere in Jupiter’s atmosphere.536
We have neglected radiative heating/cooling, and the frequency of storms that537
we infer is not self-consistently calculated as a function of stability arguments. We538
thus have not proven that we can self-consistently obtain high values of fstorm while539
transporting Jupiter’s heat flux. This will require dedicated calculations including540
small-scale features such individual storms and large-scale structures with radiative541
transfer. The fact that the solar heating is strongly latitude-dependent yet measured542
atmospheric temperatures are nearly uniform (Ingersoll & Porco, 1978) will have to543
be accounted for.544
Our model does not include rotation, which is certainly crucial to understanding545
the particularities of Jupiter’s Equatorial Zone, i.e., the absence of strong storms and546
relative vertical uniformity of its ammonia abundance. We propose that the lack of547
storms at the equator may be related to shear, but a quantified, predictive explanation548
is still lacking.549
Finally, with only 5 layers, our model is extremely simplified and ignores im-550
portant details. Our treatment of mixing small-scale convection imposes an arbitrary551
length-scale, i.e., the depth of each layer, when this should be treated as a diffusion552
equation with the proper parameters. The values of the fstorm parameter that we553
calculate are therefore only indicative and should not be used to quantify the strength554
of deep convection. We do not have enough resolution to distinguish between small555
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water storms (which do not reach the 1.5-bar level) and large ones, implying that556
small water storms are treated as small-scale convection. This should not affect our557
results except quantitatively. We do not include other species, such as NH4SH, which558
condenses around 2 bars and could sequester some of the nitrogen. Again, this should559
be marginal, owing to the small abundance of sulfur with respect to nitrogen in a560
solar-composition mix (i.e. S/N=0.19 according to Lodders (2003)).561
5 Conclusions562
We have shown that the variability of ammonia abundance in Jupiter retrieved by563
the Juno spacecraft (Bolton et al., 2017; C. Li et al., 2017) can be linked to the presence564
of storms powered by water condensation. In paper I, we showed that powerful storms565
could deliver water ice particles to the 1.1-1.5 bar region where they would interact566
to form a liquid NH3 · H2O mixture that would lead to the formation of mushballs567
and evaporative downdrafts, potentially transporting ammonia to great depth. In the568
present paper, we developed a local model of Jupiter’s deep atmosphere solving mass569
and energy balance to determine whether and in which conditions we could explain570
the Juno observations.571
Our model can account at least qualitatively for the observed vertical and lat-572
itudinal structure of the ammonia abundance in Jupiter. Storms powered by water573
condensation lead to the formation of mushballs and evaporative downdrafts and thus574
deplete the atmosphere of its ammonia and water locally. We introduced a parameter575
fstorm, the ratio of the mass transported in these water storms to the mass transported576
by dry convection at greater depth, which measures the efficiency of the process. When577
fstorm . 1, the process is inefficient and the ammonia abundance remains high. This578
is the situation corresponding to Jupiter’s Equatorial Zone which is characterized by579
a high ammonia abundance (C. Li et al., 2017) and an absence of lightning flashes580
(Brown et al., 2018). When fstorm  1, storms are dominating the mass transport,581
ammonia (and water) can be transported to great depth which explains the low mix-582
ing ratio of ammonia observed at all latitudes away from the 0◦ − 5◦N region. When583
estimating the value of fstorm needed to reproduce the Juno ammonia measurements,584
we find that they are correlated to the flash rates measured by MWR, at least in the585
−10◦ to 10◦ latitude range. Also, we find that at all latitudes, local maxima in fstorm586
correspond to local maxima of the flash rate.587
Importantly, the efficiency of the process results from a balance between the588
efficiency of mushball formation ε and the value of fstorm. A low efficiency of mushball589
formation (ε  1) can lead to a significant depletion of ammonia with higher values590
of fstorm. Of course important caveats, among them the fact that our model is purely591
local, that we did not consider radiative heat transport and that convective events592
are prescribed rather than self-consistently determined mean that this mechanism will593
have to be tested within cloud-ensemble models and general circulation models.594
Our model has a number of important consequences for Jupiter’s deep atmo-595
sphere and interior: First, the equatorial region characterized by a well-mixed am-596
monia concentration, a lack of strong storms and of lightning flashes, should also be597
well-mixed in its water abundance. Its temperature structure is expected to be close598
to a standard moist-adiabat. In contrast, we envision that the mid-latitude regions are599
not well-mixed in water, the increase in both water and ammonia abundance creating600
a region that is on average stably-stratified. The requirement to transport the internal601
heat flux implies that superadiabaticity should be significant, thus explaining, at least602
qualitatively why fstorm can be significantly larger than unity. This can potentially603
have large implications to explain the internal structure of the planet.604
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The formation of mushballs and evaporative downdrafts should also occur in605
other giant planets in the solar system potentially explaining the low N/C ratio linked606
to the reported low ammonia abundances in the upper tropospheric region (de Pater607
et al., 1991; Fletcher et al., 2011; Irwin et al., 2018; Guillot & Gautier, 2015). The608
latitudinal distribution of ammonia in Saturn, although model-dependent and limited609
to the 1-3 bar region, appears to resemble that obtained for Jupiter with a peak610
in abundance at the equator and much lower values at mid-latitude (Fletcher et al.,611
2011). The same study revealed that the tropospheric abundance of two disequilibrium612
species, arsine and phosphine, instead show a minimum at the equator, raising a613
conundrum (Fletcher et al., 2011). This can now be understood in the framework of614
our model: strong storms, which are located away from the Equatorial Zone in mid-615
latitudes, deliver disequilibrium species from deep levels to elevate their abundance616
relative to the equator, but they tend to remove ammonia at mid-latitudes through617
the mushball process.618
Finally, we stress that the formation of mushballs lead to the presence of liquid (or619
partially liquid) condensates in a very high region of Jupiter’s atmosphere that would620
otherwise contain only solids and vapor. The consequences of storms on the ammonia621
distribution may be observable by close-up MWR measurements from Juno (Janssen622
et al., 2017) over developing storms. The large-scale mid-latitude North Temperate623
Belt disturbances appear in Jupiter with a cadence of 4 years or so (Sánchez-Lavega et624
al., 2008, 2017) and would be an ideal candidate for an observation by Juno’s full set625
of instrumentation. Planets with hydrogen atmospheres remain crucial laboratories to626
understand atmospheric dynamics and meteorology in a regime in which condensates627
are heavier than the surrounding air (Guillot, 1995).628
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